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- Hazard Analysis (STPA)
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- Organizational, Managerial, Social Analysis
- Leading Indicators
- Cyber Security
- Other Emergent System Properties
- Feature Interaction/Integrating Multiple Controllers

**System Engineering**

**Intent Specifications**

**Standards, Regulations, Certification**
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**Human Factors/Human-Automation Interaction**

**System Dynamics**

**Comparisons with Traditional Approaches (FMEA, FMECA, FTA, ARP 4761, HFACS, MIL-STD-882, etc.)**

**Applications**
- Aviation/Aircraft/Military Aviation
- Airlines
- UAV/UAS
- Air Traffic Control
- Defense/Military (non-aviation)
- Space/Spacecraft
- Naval
- Automotive
- Healthcare/Medical/Pharmaceutical
- Rail
- Workplace Safety
- Nuclear Power
- Petrochemical
- Climate Change
- Financial System
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